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Agricultural Processing:  
Fruit and Vegetable Canning, Pickling, and Drying 

In a 2009 study of the Wisconsin agricultur-

al economy Deller and Williams document-

ed that the food processing industry gener-

ates about 252,000 jobs and $15.5 billion in 

income.  This represents just over seven 

percent of all employment and just less than 

seven percent of all income in Wisconsin.  

In addition, the economic activity associated 

with food processing generated just over $1 

billion in state and local government reve-

nues.   This series of factsheets is aimed at 

helping better understand the food pro-

cessing industry in Wisconsin and identify 

policies that may enhance the competitive-

ness of the industry. 

Agricultural process manufacturing, such as 

cheese making, vegetable canning and freezing 

and breweries as well as wineries, remains an 

important part of the Wisconsin economy. 

Equally important, the products that are asso-

ciated with food processing, in particular 

cheese and beer, are an integral part of the 

Wisconsinites self-identity.   Curly Lambeau, 

one of the founders of the Green Bay Packers, 

used funding from his employer, the Indian 

Packing Company, a meat canning processor, 

to fund the early operations of the team.  The 

Milwaukee Brewers are named in recognition 

of the city and state’s long tradition in making 

beer. 

In the U.S. there are about 950 plants that can, pickle or dry fruit and vegetables and there are about 50 

such firms in Wisconsin, about 5% of the U.S. total.  There are strong spatial clustering or “hot spots” in 

southern Florida, a large area along the Pacific coast including parts of Arizona and New Mexico, and the 

coastal region of the Northeastern U.S.  There is also a spatial clustering including the Chicago metro area 

and much of eastern Wisconsin.  For Wisconsin this industry provides about 4,800 jobs and pays labor 

income (wages, salary and proprietor income) of about $293 million with about $2.5 billion in industrial 

sales.  

 
If food processing is to be a viable 

economic cluster for Wisconsin we 

must think broadly in terms of all 

elements of the industry.  Too often 

clusters are though of as geographic 

concentrations of similar types of 

businesses.  Viable clusters are much 

more than that: they are vertically 

and horizontally interconnected 

businesses.  Firms are competitors, 

which drives innovation, but also 

work together to strengthen the 

industry. 
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The most common way to think about the promotion of a particular industry is to increase sales either by existing busi-

nesses expanding or new businesses entering the market through recruitment or start-ups.  Within the framework of an 

economic cluster one must think more deeply including examination of the input supply chain.  Firms, or in this case 

fruit and vegetable processing, can buy input supplies from local/regional businesses or input from firms outside the area. 

Ideally, a viable cluster maximizes inputs from local/regional suppliers and minimizes those that are imported.  

Firms could import supplies for one of two reasons. It may be the case that input suppliers are located within the region 

but fruit and vegetable processors elect to import; this can be called a “disconnect” in the market. It could be that 

cheese plants are simply not aware of those regional suppliers or the specific needs and pricing required by cheese 

plants cannot be met with regional suppliers. Alternatively it could be that regional suppliers are not available or are too 

small to meet the needs of the processing industry; this can be called a “gap”. The question is if the “gap” is sufficiently 

large to encourage firms to enter hence creating economic growth and development opportunities within Wisconsin.  

The Wisconsin fruit and vegetable canning, pickling and drying sector purchases just over $2 billion for its production 

process.  About half (45.3%) is imported into Wisconsin.  For example, over half (about $217.6 million) of the fruits and 

vegetables used are imported as is about half ($126.6 million) of flavoring, dressing and sweeteners used in the produc-

tion process.  The question is if these leakages in the input supply chain can be filled by Wisconsin businesses? 

Naturally, there could be a range of reasons why these leakages in the supply chain exists.  For example,  raw materials 

need to be diversified to guard against seasonality in production or poor growing conditions in any given place.  But by 

examining the input supply chain we can better under-stand the level of vertical integration. Further, by identifying 

“gaps” and “disconnects” in the supply chain we can identify potential industries that could be promoted to strengthen 

that supply chain and building a stronger economic cluster.  

http://www.aae.wisc.edu/pubs/sps/pdf/stpap541.pdf

